
AYEYARWADY BASIN
What does the integrated knowledge 
base tell us about development futures?

An evolving journey to sustainable development

Google earth fly through.



PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION
To provide a helicopter view of the Basin informed by SOBA 
and the Scoping Study noting the Government of 
Myanmar development priorities in:
 Increased Agriculture production;
Hydropower;
Navigation;
Disaster Risk management; and
Groundwater management.
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Ayeyarwady Initial 
Development Scenario 

Analysis



List of included major Storages and Volumes
Scenario Hydropower (MCM) Multipurpose (MCM) Irrigation works (MCM)
Baseline Chibwe Nge 1 Kinda 1078 Konchaung 303

Kyeeon Kyeewa 571 Mone 832 Mamya 216
Shweli I 11 Myogyi 443 MannChaung 370
Tarpein I 22 Sedawgyi 448 Myitthar 466
Yeywa 2630 Thapanseik 3552 NorthNawin 500
Zawgyi 2 639 Yazagyo 82 Northyamar 379

SouthNawin 354
Taungnyo 648
Wegyi 777

High 
Development 
Scenario Renan 1183 Manipur 1643

Khaunglanphu 3100
Pisa 535
Wutsok 605
Tongxinqiao 5
Laza 11780
NamLi 2
DumBan 34
GawLan 1
Chipwi 1910
Myitsone 13191
Dapein 2 55
Deedoke 17
Nam Paw 52
Nam Tabak I 15
Nam Tabak II 14
Nam Tu 2
Shweli 2 72
Shweli 3 5464
Yeywa (middle) 454
Yeywa (upper) 341

Major storages within the Myanmar 
boundary are classified as:
• volume greater than 250 x 106 m3, or
• dam height greater than 40m, or
• installed capacity > 100MW (if 

hydropower)

Specific irrigation storages to be enlarged 
or constructed were not identified for the 
High Development Scenario. 





Some details for hydropower development 
scenario

Scenario

Baseline

Hydropower Multipurpose Total
1815 220 2035 MW installed HP

5.1 6.4 11.5 BCM storage volume

High 
Development (with Myitsone Dam)

Hydropower Multipurpose Total
20725 600 21325 MW installed HP

42.8 8.1 50.9 BCM storage volume

High 
Development (without Myitsone Dam)

Hydropower Multipurpose Total
18725 600 19325 MW installed HP

29.6 8.1 37.7 BCM storage volume







Some details for irrigation development scenario

Scenario

Baseline

Multipurpose
Irrigation 
works

Minor irrigation 
works Total

335 113 217 665 Irrigated area (‘000 ha)
6.4 2.4 3 11.8 BCM storage volume

High 
Development

Multipurpose
Irrigation 
works

Minor irrigation 
works Total

354.4 343.8 534.2 1232.4 Irrigated area (‘000ha)
8 4.4 7.5 19.9 BCM storage volume





Water levels at Monywa



Water levels at Monywa



Water levels at Sagaing



Water levels at Sagaing



Change in dry season* water level – High 
Development compared with Baseline

Difference in Water Level
Site 80% exceedance 95 % exceedance
Monywa 
(Chindwin)

-1 cm 0 cm

Sagaing
(Ayeyawady) – with 
Myitsone Dam

+57 cm +80 cm

Sagaing
(Ayeyawady) –
without Myitsone
Dam

+53 cm +61 cm

*Statistics are whole of year statistics, but are indicative of dry 
season outcomes. 



Net effect of Development Scenario on Flows 
to the Delta (excluding Myitsone Dam)
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SEDIMENTS

 Living with and managing sediments will be the catch cry for the next 
30 years.

There is no evidence that the rate of sedimentation is slowing and there 
are no major concerted efforts in catchment rehabilitation or 
development that will likely slow or reverse the sediment situation in the 
planning horizon of the basin



GROUNDWATER

►Groundwater will continue to underpin economic growth and is 
likely to provide a lower cost option than major surface water 
infrastructure. Increase knowledge to protect and manage this 
resource.

A groundwater zoning scheme needs to be developed and appropriate 
management responses developed for each zone 
• Zone 1 The Management Zone: Major economic zones – Yangon, Mandalay and 

others as agreed. 
• Zone 2 Natural Pollution Zone (arsenic, etc): Develop an access strategy to 

protect human health. 
• Zone 3 Artesian Zone: Protect the artesian pressure for future generations and 

develop programs to cap the free-flowing bores. 
• Zone 4 Development Zone: Encourage groundwater use to support both domestic 

and irrigation extraction. 



INCREASING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, 
IRRIGATION

 Availability of surface water is not going to be a constrain in the 
foreseeable future

 Obtaining the most from the existing irrigation assets and accessing 
viable groundwater is likely to provide the most cost-effective 
strategy for agricultural development of the next 15 years

The current Government focus is on enhancing the performance of 
the current irrigation assets as the most cost-effective method of 
increasing agricultural production.
A 50% increase in irrigation development based on surface water 
extraction will only increase the overall water extractions to 3% of 
annual flow at basin scale. 



HYDROPOWER FOR DOMESTIC OR 
EXPORT USE?
It is extremely important that Myanmar has a well-developed policy 
position on Hydropower development, focused on protecting 
domestic use by identifying the most efficient and effective schemes. 

► Plan now for domestic use and keep the best sites for Myanmar. 



WHAT TYPE OF HYDROPOWER?

Wise storage is everything in the Ayeyarwady Basin as 
it provides multiple benefits

It is clear that development with significant storage will provide the most 
benefits. Why? 
• Because storage that can be used through the dry season to provide 

reliable hydropower.
• It will provide reliable flows to downstream run-of-river hydropower 

facilities and improve their performance.
• It will enhance dry season navigation and irrigation.
• A planned approach provides the opportunity to maximize power 

production while protecting some rivers as unregulated for 
environmental and social purposes. 



HYDROPOWER DEVELOPMENT (NO MAINSTREAM 
DAMS CONSIDERED)

 An initial assessment of an additional 19 hydro power facilities that raise installed capacity from 
around 2000MW to 19000MW shows that these developments will:

 Significantly increase energy production;
 Increase dry season flows by about 50cm;
 Have little or no basin wide impact on flooding although there will be localised changes to flow;
 Will have little impact on basin wide sediment dynamics but will have significant local impacts 

and the way sediment is managed in and through the dam will have impact in its effective 
working life.

 Will need detailed assessment for their local social and environmental impacts and mitigation 
strategies. 

 International good practice points out that local population must be “project beneficiaries”.

Hydropower provides a unique development opportunity for Myanmar but it must be 
managed in a accordance with International Good Practices for this development to be 
sustainable economically, socially and environmentally. 



NAVIGATION
If all the currently planned non-mainstream hydropower 
developments are implemented and they are managed for multiple 
benefits then it is possible that the low flows in the Ayeyarwady could 
increase by 30cm to 60cm, 20 years from now. 

►Improvements to Navigation will rely on the current suite of 
interventions, i.e. actively managing the morphology of the river, 
providing navigation aids, providing near-real time advice to ship 
captains, etc. An increase in dry season flows is possible in the 
future.



FLOODING AND DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT

Any of the proposed changes in development in the Basin in the next 
20 to 30 years (i.e. increased hydropower, irrigation etc) will have no 
significant impact on flooding. Therefore arrangement for the most 
appropriate disaster risk mitigation strategies will remain the priority for 
the GoM.

►Focus on disaster risk management to protect effected 
communities and key assets



SOCIAL

Myanmar is a socially and ethnically diverse society and is 
transitioning into an open, democratic, and internationally connected 
country. International good practice should be implemented.

►Benefits and cost should be fairly distributed across the basin
►Project affected communities must be project beneficiaries.
► This is likely to be the single most significant challenge in water 

related development 



ENVIRONMENT
The assessment to date has demonstrated that the unique natural 
environment and the services it provides to the community are 
extremely important in supporting livelihoods and in maintaining the 
unique biodiversity of this basin. 
If there is no structured approach to development there will still be 
significant changes to the environment driven by poverty, population 
growth and lack of a strong regulatory environment. 

►Maintaining key environmental services and assets will be 
fundamental to any planning approach.

►Doing nothing will result in further environmental decline



CLIMATE CHANGE

Given the current rainfall intensity in Myanmar is already twice that of 
large comparable river basins, any increase in rainfall intensity will 
exacerbate sediment transport and flooding. 

►Climate Change will impact all elements including the natural 
environment  



Who owns the basin narrative? 
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